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New Perspectives in Magnesium Research: Nutrition and HealthSpringer, 2006

	A definitive review in the field of magnesium research, this book brings together the proceedings of the 11th International Magnesium Symposium in Osaka, Japan from October 22-26, 2006. Written by authorities in the area, the book provides a thorough overview of progress in the area of magnesium research. The author is one of the world's...
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Nutrition in Kidney Disease (Nutrition and Health)Humana Press, 2014

	Nutrition in Kidney Disease, Second Edition addresses  the relationships between nutrition and (1) normal kidney function and disease, (2) the progressiveness of chronic kidney disease (CKD) and strategies to prevent further compromise, and (3) the treatment and management of kidney failure especially during medical crises, such as acute...
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Frying: Improving quality (Woodhead Publishing Series in Food Science, Technology and Nutrition)Woodhead Publishing, 2001

	
		Pan-frying and deep-frying have been very popular and ancient methods of food
	
		preparations for more than 4000 years. Pre-fried and fried food products like
	
		potato crisps, fish fingers or French fries have become a main component of our
	
		diet. It is estimated that the total usage of frying fats and oils in restaurants,...
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Studies on Periodontal Disease (Oxidative Stress in Applied Basic Research and Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2014

	The chapters of Studies on Periodontal Disease comprise four parts. Part 1 provides basic sciences from the general to the particular. The findings of cell culture and animal models supply the mechanism between periodontal disease and oxidative stress. In part 2, human clinical studies are mainly addressed. The effects of periodontal...
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The Facts on File Encyclopedia of Health And MedicineFacts on File, 2006
"The Facts On File Encyclopedia of Health and Medicine" is a comprehensive, four-volume reference perfect for a wide audience - from students to health professionals to lay readers - looking for reliable, accurate, accessible health information. Under direction of the Medical Advisory Review Panel, this authoritative, reference...
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Cardiac Rehabilitation (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2007

	This volume serves as a manual to providers about the multidisciplinary nature of cardiac rehabilitation in the current era, the current state of cardiac rehabilitation, and the issues presenting to current CR programs. It contains theoretical, practical, and up-to-date cardiac rehabilitation information, including the new Center for Medicare...
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Textbook of Neurointensive CareSpringer, 2013

	This updated and refined new edition is the only book to provide a comprehensive approach to the intensive care of neurologically injured patients from the emergency room and ICU through the operating room and post-surgical period. It reviews neuroanatomy, neuroradiology, and neurophysiology, examines the neurological problems most frequently...
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Handbook of Drug'Nutrient Interactions (Nutrition and Health)Humana Press, 2004

	This benchmark survey of drug-nutrient interactions details the mechanisms and clinical approaches to their effective management. Providing more than a simple listing of common interactions, the authors explore, in-depth, every major aspect of the problem, including drug and nutrient disposition, enzyme systems, the effects of nutritional...
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Handbook of Vitamins, Fourth Edition (CLINICAL NUTRITION IN HEALTH AND DISEASE)CRC Press, 2007
...An excellent overview of our understanding of the chemistry and metabolism of all of the known vitamins. Each is discussed in depth and detail by knowledgeable scientists. ...An excellent reference for the personal collection and for libraries. It provides an extraordinary amount of information about all of the vitamins.
 - Journal of...
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The Ultimate New York Body PlanMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Manhattan fitness trainer and wellness coach Kirsch (Sound Mind, Sound Body) has expertly sculpted the bodies of Naomi Campbell and Linda Evangelista and worked his fitness miracles on ABC's Extreme Makeover. Now he tends to readers seeking a fast way to slim down before that big wedding or bikini season. Normally, Hirsch says, he...
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Understanding Vineyard SoilsOxford University Press, 2009
Terroir connotes a sense of place that imparts a distinctive character to wine. A central component of terroir is the soil and its immediate surroundings. Thus, an understanding of the basic properties of soils and how they function as a "living skin" on the earth's surface is of fundamental importance to grape growers and winemakers....
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Chinese Nutrition Therapy: Dietetics in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2004

	Kastner's Chinese Nutrition Therapy is an excellent introduction to Chinese dietetics for both, students and practitioners of Chinese medicine. - I wholeheartedly endorse his book. Nigel Wiseman For millennia, the Chinese have taught that a healthy, appropriate diet is an integral part of maintaining good health and healing myriad disorders,...
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